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Abstract
Nowadays, Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the biggest technology trends
and it continues to grow, as smartphones and AR supporting devices become
more accessible to the world. AR technology is used to superimpose digital
content (images, sounds, 3D models, etc) onto the physical world. The creation
of this content can be a complicated procedure, especially when building
complex 3D models.
In the first part of the current thesis, a 3D model construction technique called
“photogrammetry” is presented. Using photogrammetry and Meshroom
software, a 3D model of a replica is created. In the next part, AR is theoretically
approached, followed by the presentation of the respective development tools.
Finally, using the model created in part one and the aforementioned tools, two
AR educational applications are developed: Application A, where using a
mobile device, upon the detection of an image target, the 3D model is
superimposed on the screen, and Application B, the stereoscopic version of
Application A.
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INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality (AR) is a set of technologies that superimposes digital data
(sounds, sensory stimuli, digital objects, etc) onto the physical world. Although it was
conceived in the 1950’s and was first developed in 1968, it is still a trending
technology associated with many application fields, such as marketing,
manufacturing, gaming, education and many more. Therefore, it is not surprising that
many big companies, for instance Google, Microsoft and Amazon, have invested in
AR.
The current thesis consists of four parts:
In the first part, photogrammetry, a technique that is used to create 3D digital models
through photography, is presented. The conventional technique of model creation is
a difficult and time-consuming procedure and is usually performed by experts in the
3D design field. Nonetheless, this technique may not build highly detailed results
when creating complex models, while photogrammetry generates faster and more
realistic models. Following the description of the steps taken to construct a model
using a set of photographs and the theoretical background, a model of a real replica
is created using Meshroom, an open-source photogrammetry software. The output
model is then further processed in Blender, an open-source 3D computer graphics
software so it can be used in the final applications.
In the second part and third part, AR technology and its applications as well as the
respective development tools used (Unity, Vuforia) are further presented.
In the fourth part, using the tools aforementioned and the model created in the first
part, two educational applications are developed: 1) Application A, where the user
points the camera of a mobile device (smartphone, tablet) to an image target and
once the target is detected by the application, the 3D model appears in the screen
blended with the real world seen from the camera view, and 2) Application B, which
shares the same function as Application A, but the view is now stereoscopic and the
mobile device is placed inside a virtual reality headset (Zeiss VRone).
After all the theoretical analysis and the description of the application, the final part
presents observations and remarks, as well as conclusions considering all the steps
of the thesis.
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Figure 0.1: Thesis flowchart
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1. PHOTOGRAMMETRY
1.1

Photogrammetry Overview

Photogrammetry is the science of estimating the geometric and semantic properties
of objects based on images or observations from similar sensors [2]. Putting it
simpler, it is the science of making measurements and 3D representation from
photographs. It infers the geometry of a scene from a set of unordered photographs
or videos. Photography is the projection of a 3D scene onto a 2D plane, losing depth
information. The goal of photogrammetry is to reverse this process. [3] The term
“photogrammetry” comes from three Greek words: “phos [φως]”, which means light,
“gramma [γράμμα]” which means letter or something drawn and “metrein [μετρείν]”
which means “to measure”.
In photogrammetry, mainly overlapping photographs are utilized as inputs, and then
by implementing the Structure from Motion (SfM) and Multi-View Stereo (MVS)
techniques we reconstruct the output which is typically a map, a drawing, or a 3D
model of a surface or an object. There are two types of photogrammetry: 1) aerial,
where photographs are taken from a flying object and 2) terrestrial, where the
camera can be handheld or mounted to a static point. [3] The second type,
terrestrial, is the one used in this thesis.
The main steps of photogrammetry are:
1) Obtainment and selection of the photos. This stage is the most important,
as the better the quality (and sometimes quantity) of the photos we provide as
the input, the better quality and detail of the output model we obtain. Several
factors can define the quality of the photos, such as lighting, camera
specifications such as lens, shutter speed, aperture, etc, and the variation of
the camera’s position.
2) Construction of the model. This stage utilizes software. Popular
photogrammetry software are 3DF Zephyr, Agisoft, Meshroom, etc. In the
present thesis, Meshroom is used. Meshroom is an open-source
photogrammetry software that is based on the AliceVision framework [4]. It
has a node-based workflow that forms a pipeline. Each node will be
analytically described below.
3) Retopology, which is the process of simplifying the high-resolution mesh
created in step 2 (lowering the number of polygons of the mesh) and UV
mapping, which is the process of the texture mapping.
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The applications of photogrammetry are numerous. Some application areas are:
● Architecture (building measurements, 3D building models, etc)
● Medicine (dental measurements, plastic surgery, computer-assisted surgery,
etc)
● Animation and movie/film industries (body shape recording, motion analysis,
3D movies, VR)
● Natural sciences (liquid flow measurement, wave topology, crystal growth,
etc)
● Many more fields. [1]

1.2

Lighting

Where there is no light, there is no picture. Apparently, the control of light has a
major influence on the image acquisition process. In photogrammetry, it is very
important to keep the light even while taking pictures from different angles and avoid
shadows and reflections. Good lighting conditions have a great impact on the
model’s final texture, geometry, and potential errors. A rule of thumb in exterior
photogrammetry shootings is to choose a cloudy day (better diffusion of light) and in
interior shootings to keep the light bright but softened and diffused (for example by
using an umbrella) [6].

1.3

Camera Specifications

Image quality is of great importance to the photogrammetry procedure since the
input images are the basis for accurate further data processing. Therefore, in order
to obtain reliable 3D models, it is necessary to choose the right camera and the most
appropriate configuration for optimized image capture. The configuration of camera
settings can make a significant difference in the final result; therefore, it is
considered useful to mention some basic camera specifications:
❏ Aperture, also called f/stop, can be defined as the opening of a lens through
which light passes to enter the camera’s sensor chip. Figure 1.1 depicts the
difference between narrow and wide aperture. It can also control the depth of
field, a parameter that defines the zone of acceptable sharpness in front of
and behind the subject on which the lens is focused. Therefore, the choice of
aperture plays an important role in how clear or blurry is the object in our
photos. A rule of thumb is: the larger the aperture (lower f/stops), the more
light comes in and the blurrier the image.
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Figure 1.1: Wide/Narrow aperture example [47]
❏ Shutter speed is the amount of time the shutter on the camera remains open.
It is measured in fractions of seconds (i.e. 1/250 sec). The faster the shutter
speed, the shorter the time the camera sensor is exposed to light and vice
versa. This parameter is useful to adjust when the object or the camera is in
motion. A shutter speed may allow more light to come in the sensor, but the
final image is more susceptible to blurriness due to any movement as shown
in Figure 1.2. A simple solution to avoid blurriness would be to use a tripod.

Figure 1.2: Depiction of various shutter speeds [48]
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❏ ISO. In digital photography, ISO refers to the sensitivity of the camera’s
sensor, meaning its ability to “gather” the light. ISO, aperture and shutter
speed are the three elements used to control exposure to light [19]. Higher
ISO setting is useful in situations with low light or the need for higher shutter
speed, but on the downside, it produces more grain or noise as show in
Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Depiction of various ISO levels [49]
❏ Focal Length is a property of the lens. It measures the distance, in mm,
between the optical centre of the lens (the point where light rays meet to form
a sharp image) and the camera’s sensor chip. The concept is illustrated in
Figure 1.4. Focal length determines the angle of view, that is how much of the
scene will be captured and the magnification, meaning how large individual
elements will appear in the frame. The longer the focal length of a lens, the
narrower its angle of view. Focal length is an important parameter in the 3D
construction stage, which will be analysed later on. [20]

Figure 1.4: Depiction of the elements of a typical camera [20]

1.4

Camera position

Apparently, a photo gives information about 2D spaces. In order to place a point in
3D space, we need at least 2 photos of the point/object, taken from different
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positions as shown in Figure 1.5. The collection of those points makes the final
output.

Figure 1.5: Construction of points in 3D space using multiple images from multiple
positions [50]
In multi-view photogrammetry, the number of images involved should be as many as
possible and taken from different heights and angles, in order to obtain a highly
detailed output. There should be extra attention not to leave any blind spots of the
object.

1.5

Photogrammetry Pipeline - Meshroom Nodes

As already mentioned, Meshroom is an open-source photogrammetry software that
uses a node-based workflow. This helps the user have a better overview and control
of the process. Each node represents a different stage in the process. The default
nodes of Meshroom are presented in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Default nodes of Meshroom 2020.1.1 pipeline
[image taken by the author]
Analytically:
● CameraInit
After obtaining a satisfactory number of photographs, we upload them in Meshroom.
Each photo contains metadata which is text information associated with the image.
Technical metadata, which is mostly generated by the camera, focuses on aperture,
shutter speed, focal depth, etc.
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The first node, the CameraInit node, generates metadata containing files for each
photo (file.sfm). It is advised to use multiple photos taken from the same camera and
same focal lengths as it adds constraints on the internal camera’s parameters. [5]
● Feature Extraction
This node extracts features from the images and descriptors for those features. An
image descriptor is a way to quantify and exactly represent an image using only a list
of numbers. The process of quantifying an image is called feature extraction. The
goal for each image is to extract distinctive local features (interest points) so as the
descriptors remain robust when changing the camera position, illumination, scale,
rotation, and other parameters.
One of the best-known feature detection methods, and the one used by Meshroom,
is the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm. It is based on the efficient
detection of key points, robust description of the detected points, and key point
matching. Applications include object recognition, image stitching, structure from
motion, and 3D modelling.
Simply stated, SIFT’s goal is to extract discriminative patches of pixels in the first
image, that are invariant to rotation, translation and scale and can be then compared
and matched with similar discriminative patches of a second image [5]. An illustration
of the procedure is show in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Feature extraction. SIFT algorithm example [51]
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● Image Matching
In the previous step, Meshroom extracted the distinctive features of each image and
depicted them using descriptors. At this node, we do a rough sorting/pairing of
images that have common content (look at the same areas of the scene) without the
cost of comparing all the features of each image. Instead of exploring each feature
separately, we try to approximate the image using one descriptor for the entire
image. This is done by using the vocabulary tree approach, which is a robust image
recognition scheme that represents an object with descriptors extracted from local
regions and scales very well with large image databases. [21]
● Feature Matching
After sorting the images that make sense to match each other in the previous node,
we now find the exact correspondence between them, using feature descriptors. This
is the implementation procedure:
We have a list of descriptors in image A and another list of descriptors in image B.
Each descriptor has multiple numerical parameters, such as intensity, color, etc; to
be precise, the resulting descriptor of the SIFT algorithm is a 128-length vector [7].
To compare two descriptors, we usually calculate the Euclidean distance between
those vectors. Therefore, for each descriptor in image A, we find its two nearest
neighbors (lowest distance) in image B and use a relative threshold between them.
Finding the two closest descriptors for each feature is computationally intensive, so
instead of using a brute force approach, we use optimized algorithms such as
Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) or Cascading Hashing [10]. Once we have
identified the “good matches”, we have to also identify which ones are actually
outliers and exclude them in order to increase the accuracy and effectiveness of the
feature matching procedure. Outliers are common to occur due to images with
duplicate or similar patterns. There are many methods for outlier detection and
removal.
RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus) is the most popular statistical model-based
method (those methods count the matching points that satisfy a given condition) for
outlier detection [8]. It is a trial-and-error approach that first considers a match as
correct and then counts the correspondence of other points as correct matches
(inliers) if they are inside a given threshold or erroneous (outliers). This procedure is
repeated. The number of iterations is related to how many hypothesis we need to
generate to ensure that we want to have a successful solution with a certain
probability [9]. In sum, we randomly select a small set of feature correspondences
and compute the fundamental (or essential) matrix, then we check the number of
features that validates this model and iterate through the RANSAC framework. [5]
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● Structure from Motion
This is where the object will start taking shape. The Structure from Motion (SfM)
node reconstructs 3D points from the input images. The goal here is to depict the
points correctly in 3D space with the right pose (position and orientation). This is a
growing reconstruction process: at first, it computes an initial two-view reconstruction
that is iteratively extended by adding new camera views [5].
When we capture a 3D object in a photo, we actually project all the 3D points to a 2D
plane (planar projection). The problem here is that we lose important information: the
depth of an object in the image. The solution to this problem is to use more than one
camera (stereo vision concept). Still, every 3D point is projected in each of the
camera’s image planes. The geometry that relates the cameras, points in 3D, and
the corresponding observations is referred to as the epipolar geometry and it is the
key tool for the SfM procedure.
Let’s assume that we want to find the pose of point P (Figure 1.8) in 3D space using
two cameras, camera A in point O and camera B in point O’. If we use only camera
A, we cannot find the exact location of point P since every point on the OP line
projects to the same point on the image plane of camera A. With a second camera,
we will target the correct point P using the intersection of the two projected rays on
the camera planes. This process is referred to as triangulation [13].

Figure 1.8: Use of epipolar geometry to depict a point in 3D space [52]
In this Meshroom node, first, the algorithm has to choose the best initial image pair.
The two images should contain a maximum number of matches, in order to consider
the pair reliable, and their respective cameras should have an angle between them
large enough to provide sufficient geometric information.
Next, it computes the fundamental matrix between the two images. The fundamental
matrix is useful in describing geometric relations of image pairs and contains
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information about the relative translation and rotation between cameras [14]. To
obtain this information we only need corresponding points in the two images. This is
already done in the previous node. Given eight corresponding points from two
images, we can estimate the fundamental matrix, using the Eight-Point Algorithm.

Figure 1.9: Example of translation and rotation [13]
Now that we know the position and rotation of the two cameras, we can triangulate
the corresponding 2D points into points in 3D space. This process is illustrated in
Figure 1.9. Next, we determine the poses of new cameras based on the images that
have enough associations with the ones already reconstructed in 3D (Next Best
View Selection [16]). This becomes possible using the Perspective-n-Point (PnP)
algorithm. PnP is the procedure of estimating the relative pose between a camera
and a 3D object (or between a camera and the entire 3D scene) from a set of n
visible 3D points with known object coordinates and their 2D projections with known
coordinates as well [15].
From the new camera poses, some 3D points become visible by 2 or more cameras
and the algorithm triangulates them. We iterate through all the points adding new
cameras and triangulating new 2D features into 3D points.
● Prepare Dense Scene
This node deals with image distortion and generates EXR images (an open-source
high-dynamic-range raster image file format, developed by Industrial Light & Magic).
Undistortion is an essential step for image-based 3D reconstruction as it is employed
for correcting the non-linear projection of the surface points of objects onto the image
plane due to lens distortion [11]. Simply stated, lenses are not perfect, thus straight
lines may appear bent or curvy in photographs. There are three major types of
optical distortion: a) Barrel, b) Pincushion and c) Mustache distortion and they
depend on a variety of factor including focal length, subject distance, etc [12]. The
main types of distortion and an example of them are shown in Figures 1.10 and 1.11.
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Figure 1.10: Main types of optical distortion [53]

Figure 1.11: Optical pincushion distortion example [54]
● Depth Map
At this stage, we capture the depth of each point created at the previous node. It is
used to provide the distance information needed to create the illusion of 3D viewing
through stereoscopy. Simply stated, by creating the depth map, we know for every
pixel how far away that object is.
● Depth Map Filter
The depth map constructed in the previous node may have inconsistencies. This
filter blocks depth maps of areas that are not visible by other depth maps in order to
keep depth consistency.
● Meshing
At this node, the goal is to construct a dense surface representation of the object, the
mesh as illustrated in Figure 1.12. First, we merge all the depth maps into an octree
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(a data structure that is very useful for representing spatial information) where
compatible depth values are fused into the octree cells.
Then, using those points, we create a mesh by performing the 3D Delaunay
tetrahedralization. Dealunay tetrahedralization is used for the creation of
unstructured meshes, that is irregularly placed points that consist of tetrahedra or
hexahedra without directional structure in 3D [17]. Next, a graph min-cut/max-flow
algorithm is applied to optimize the extracted mesh surface [5][25] Finally, we apply
a Laplacian filter to filter out high-frequency noise and produce a smoother mesh.

Figure 1.12: Mesh creation process of a 3D object [55]
● Mesh Filtering
This node filters out unwanted elements of the constructed mesh, such as large
polygons.
● Texturing
At this last stage, we want to give life to the mesh that has been created and make it
more realistic by adding textures using UV mapping. UV mapping is the 3D
modelling process of translating the 3D mesh into 2D information (unwrapping) so
that a 2D image texture can be wrapped around the model. The texture space does
not directly correspond to coordinates in 3d space. It rather represents coordinates
on the polygonal faces on the models. In order to avoid confusion, we refer to the
horizontal dimension as U and the vertical as V (instead of X and Y) [18], hence the
term UV map. An example of a 2D image texture and the final wrapped result is
shown in Figure 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: Texture mapping (wrapping procedure) example [56]
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2. AUGMENTED REALITY
2.1

Introduction to Augmented Reality (AR)

Augmented Reality (AR) is a real-time view of a physical real-world environment
that has been enhanced/augmented by superimposing virtual computer-generated
information to it [22]. It is one of the big technology trends right now, as it helps at
simplifying the user’s life in a range of applications. Ronald T. Azuma in his paper “A
survey of Augmented Reality” [25] states that there are three characteristics that
define AR:
● Combines real and virtual. The physical world is overlaid with digital
information. This information can regard any human sense (sight, hearing etc)
and can be static, such a digital photograph or a 3D digital graph model or
dynamic, from real-time sensor data or other dynamic sources. [26]
● Interactive in real time. One important aspect of AR is the creation of
intuitive ways for the user to interact with the virtual content of AR applications
while using the application. There are four main types of interaction:
○ Tangible AR interfaces. Exploit the use of physical objects and tools.
○ Collaborative AR interfaces. More than one person, co-located or
remotely, interacts with AR using multiple displays, sometimes
selecting different preferences concerning the visual representation of
the data. Example: Studierstube [27].
○ Hybrid AR interfaces. Combines several different but complementary
interfaces. Example: EMMIE [28].
○ Multimodal interfaces. They process two or more combined inputs
based on the recognition of human speech, gaze, manual gesture,
movements and other natural behaviour in order to interpret their
communicative intent [29].
● Registered in 3D. Although AR overlays include sound, tactical stimulation
etc, the main information that is displayed on top of reality is usually visual
information in three dimensions. Furthermore, the second interpretation of
“registered in 3D” is that AR applications take place in the 3D world and take
into consideration the location or the surroundings of the user.
Although the concept of AR was conceived back in the 1950’s by Morton Heilig, the
first AR system was developed in 1968 by Ivan Sutherland, a Harvard professor and
computer scientist, who invented the head mounted display (HMD). Seven years
later, Myron Krueger created the Videoplace, a room where users interacted with
virtual objects.
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However, it was not until 1990 when Tom Caudell and David Mizell coined the term
“augmented reality” while working at Boeing [22][23]. During the next years, AR
made its appearance in arts, sports, business, education and many more fields.
According to Gartner [24], AR is not an emerging technology anymore, since it is
now considered mature technology and is becoming more integral to business and
IT. Also according to Gartner: “By 2021, at least one-third of enterprises will have
deployed a multiexperience development platform to support mobile, web,
conversational and augmented reality development”. Gartner’s hype cycle regarding
AR for the years 2005-2018 is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Augmented Reality Evolution chart – Gartner Hype Cycle 2005-2018 [57]

2.2

Difference between Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality

It is important to understand the difference between Augmented Reality and Virtual
Reality (VR). Virtual reality creates a fully synthetic environment in which the user is
immersed in. AR adds/enhances the real world that the user senses by
superimposing computer-generated information on top of it rather than replacing it.
For instance, in VR the HMDs preclude the user from seeing the real world around
him, whereas in AR the senses are not blocked; the information is overlaid to the
physical world.
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Augmented Reality Applications

● Health care
AR came to replace the outdated medical manekin and is now used for visualization
and training in surgical simulations and anatomy display. Furthermore, apart from
training it is possible to collect 3D datasets of the patient in real time using multiple
sensors and give the doctor an “inside view” of the patient [25].
● Gaming
Nowadays more than 1000 AR games are available, from first-person shooters to
strategy games. The most popular AR game to date is Pokemon Go, which allows
players to capture virtual Pokemon that are located in various locations in the real
world.
● Architecture and Design
A powerful example of AR involves a 3D representation of a building onto an empty
space. This allows better visualization of the final building and easy adaptations
before the construction begins. On a smaller scale, interior designing AR
applications have become very popular. IKEA Place is such an application and
allows furniture buyers to choose the items they want, place them virtually inside the
rooms in the correct scale and help the buyer make a better decision through an
immersive and dynamic user experience.
● Manufacturing and Repair
Another field of application is assembly, maintenance and repair of machinery.
Instead of displaying the instructions in manuals, it would be much easier to
superimpose 3D drawings or even instructions on top of the real machinery as
displayed in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: AR application in manufacturing and repair field [30]
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● Education/Training
AR is a useful tool in education both for adults and younger students. Some schools
have started adopting AR in order to increase the engagement and the interactivity
of the participants. The benefits of using AR technology could vary from improving
reading skills, understanding spatial concepts and boosting one’s creativity to
deepen arts&culture knowledge through, for example, Google’s “Expeditions”
application [31].
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3. DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORKS
3.1

Development Frameworks Introduction

The design and creation of AR applications is a complex procedure. Fortunately,
there are many tools available that enable both hobbyists and professionals to
develop such applications. Those tools involve game engines such as Unity and
Unreal Engine, Software Development Kits (SDKs) like ARCore, Vuforia and
EasyAR, modelling software such as SketchUp, Blender and 3ds Max and other
tools used for code development, sound editing etc.
Based on the hardware and technical capabilities of the device, there are two ways
to trigger the display of digital content on top of the real world:
1) Marker-Based Tracking. Markers are images or objects which act as
information triggers within the AR application. When the device’s camera
detects and recognises a marker in the real world, it triggers the display of
digital content over the camera’s view. Common marker types include image
targets, QR codes and 2D tags.
2) Markerless Tracking refers to AR applications that do not require prior
knowledge of a user’s environment to trigger the overlay of the virtual content
into the scene. They are subdivided into two main categories: a) locationbased, where the tracking relies on technologies such as GPS,
accelerometer, etc. Mobile game Pokemon GO uses this technology and
currently has more than 1 billion downloads worldwide and b) position-based,
where virtual objects are anchored or connected to specific real-world objects,
for example surfaces. IKEA Place uses markerless tracking position-based
technology [36].

3.2

Unity

Unity is a cross-platform (currently supports more than 25 platforms) game engine
developed by Unity Technologies in 2005. The engine can be used for various
projects including the creation of 3D, 2D, VR and AR games, simulations, and other
experiences across multiple industries, such as film, automotive, architecture,
gaming, marketing industries, and many more. Several versions of Unity have been
released since 2005; the latest one, 2021.1.0, was released in March 2021 [32].
The engine was made in order to simplify game development by offering many
features and tools, such as physics, 3D rendering, collision detection, animation
tools, a user-friendly IDE and access to the Unity Asset Store, a database of
thousands of 3D models, audio clips, materials, scripts, etc. The different
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components of which Unity is composed are shown in Figure 3.1. The newest
versions of the engine offer a scripting API only in C#.
Regarding AR applications, Unity provides frameworks dedicated to AR
implementations such as AR Foundation and Unity Mixed and Augmented Reality
Studio (MARS). MARS is a Unity extension that provides the tools to author, test and
deliver AR applications while AR Foundation allows developers to work with AR
platforms in a multi-platform API within Unity by including core features from ARKit,
ARCore, HoloLens and other AR development platforms [33][34].

Figure 3.1: Game engine and all the smaller components necessary to build an AR
application or a game [58]

3.3

Vuforia

Vuforia is an AR SDK used for creating AR applications. An example is displayed in
Figure 3.2. It utilizes computer vision technology to identify and track graphic images
and 3D objects, known as targets, detected by the camera in real-time. Vuforia has
three main functionalities:
a) Image recognition in real-time. The developer uploads images to a database,
and when the image is detected while using the AR application, an action is
triggered. The image detection procedure can be improved by increasing the
visibility of the image’s features by adjusting the design, rendering, scaling
and printing quality of the image. Vuforia detects sharp details, object angles
and distinctive textures.
b) Object recognition. Apart from images, Vuforia can recognize objects in the
real world under certain conditions. Model target is a complicated technology,
therefore the model to be recognized should follow specific rules, such as
fixed position in space, complex geometry, etc.
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c) Additional features include Ground plane, in that detection of a horizontal
plane, and Extended tracking, a technology used to display information about
a target, even if the target is no longer detected [46] [35].

Figure 3.2: Application created with Vuforia [35]

3.4

Blender

Blender is a free and open-source 3D computer graphics software toolset. It
supports plenty of 3D features including modelling, rigging, animation, simulation,
rendering, UV mapping, texturing (example in Figure 3.3), even video editing and
game creation. It is cross-platform and runs on Linux, Windows and Macintosh
operating systems and it is widely used for creating 3D models, motion graphics,
computer games and animated films. Some applications include the creation of
NASA interactive web application Experience Curiosity to celebrate the Curiosity
rover landing on Mars (Figure 3.3), design and creation of the character “Murloc” in
the 2016 film “Warcraft”, the entire production of the French-language film “Friday or
another day” and many more [37][38].

Figure 3.3: Texture creation using Blender [59]
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Figure 3.4: Image from NASA’s “experience curiosity” web application created using
Blender [60]

3.5

Magic Leap One

Magic Leap 1 is a head-mounted virtual retinal display (HMD) that was developed by
Magic Leap Inc. Although the company is still a start-up company (founded in 2010),
it managed to raise more than $2.5billion for research and development mainly from
Google LLC and Qualcomm. Magic Leap 1 is used to superimpose 3D computergenerated imagery (CGI) over the real world for AR and MR applications. This,
according to the founder of Magic Leap Rony Abovitz, is the future way of people
interacting with computers; he claims that the HMD will probably replace the
computer screens.
Apparently, Magic Leap 1 is not the only HMD available. However, in its case, the
innovation is the technology used for CGI display and it is called “digital light-field
signal technology”. Simply put by the author of the MIT Technology Review article
regarding Magic Leap 1 “it has a tiny projector that shines light onto a transparent
lens, which deflects the light onto the retina. That pattern of light blends in so well
with the light you are receiving from the real world that to your visual cortex, artificial
objects are nearly indistinguishable from actual objects”. This technology was
considered “safer for the brain” by the creator of Magic Leap, given some side
effects caused by the traditional stereoscopic technology used by other HMDs.
Despite its small size and weight (just 316gr), it is a very powerful wearable device
with three core processors that can support heavy-duty 3D visualization applications.
Furthermore, it comes with a 6DoF handheld controller, in order for the user to
interact with the applications and the real world. The display supports a resolution of
1.3MP per eye at a 120Hz refresh rate. On the downside, the field of view of 50
degrees width is rather narrow [40][41][42][43]. An image of the device and its
possible applications is shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Magic Leap HMD and components [61]

Figure 3.6: Magic Leap applications [40]
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4. APPLICATION WORKFLOW
The first part of the thesis is the construction of the 3D model. The model chosen is a
replica of a Shabti, also known as shawabti or ushabti, which is a mummiform
figurine of about 2-30 cm found in many ancient Egyptian tombs. It is displayed in
Figure 4.1. The dimensions of the replica are 21.5cm (height) x 6.5cm (width) x 5cm
(length).

Figure 4.1: Image of the Shabti replica [62]
The replica was photographed with the camera of an iPhone 8 (12 MP, f/1.8
aperture, manual settings of ISO, shutter speed and focus).

4.1

Guidelines for capturing a photogrammetry dataset

A key element of a successful model construction via photogrammetry is obtaining
“good” photographs. Photogrammetry requires a specific kind of photography, which
is not art-oriented, but rather requires accurate, sharp and shadowless photos.
Furthermore, indoor and outdoor shootings call for different techniques mainly
because of the lighting conditions and the objects’ size difference. Some general
guidelines regarding the dataset acquisition are detailed below:
● The scene/object must be well lit. The light should be as diffused as possible
(not direct) in order to avoid sharp points, shadows and reflections and
achieve uniform light. Therefore, flash should be avoided.
● Use a high-resolution camera, preferably a Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR)
camera with 12 MP or more, to better capture details.
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● The camera settings should be set to manual so that the images share the
same parameters and the photographer has full control of the result (for
example prevention of over-exposed photos).
● ISO should be set as low as possible in order to avoid noisy images. This
noise later makes the feature matching procedure in different photographs
more difficult.
● Use a prime wide lens or keep the focal length constant while shooting.
● Keep the aperture (f-stop) settings around f/5.6 to f/11. This will create a
larger depth of field and have everything in focus.
● Maintain a 60-70% overlap of photos. The calculation of the overlap can be
determined based on the focal length and the distance between the camera
and the object. As mentioned before, each point of the scene/object must be
captured in at least two photos in order to construct it in 3D space. Three rows
of overlapping images at different heights are usually recommended.
● It is advised to use a tripod to avoid motion blur, especially when using a low
shutter speed. [39][6]

4.2

Construction process

After acquiring a sufficient number of photographs (96 in total in the thesis), they are
uploaded to Meshroom to start the construction process. An image of this first stage
is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Image from Meshroom. The photo dataset is shown on the left.
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Meshroom is a user-friendly software and the configuration needed is usually simple.
The user imports the photographs and the software analyses their metadata and
sets up the scene. Almost all stages are configurable, although it is not
recommended to change the default parameters. In our case, the only parameters
changed were both in the Feature Extraction node and were a) the Describer Preset
from normal to high (forces the software to use more features per image) and b)
describer types set to Sift and Akaze. Akaze, just as Sift, is another fundamental
scale, rotation affine invariant feature detection algorithm. These settings played a
key role to the correct alignment of the photos. The detailed procedure was
described earlier, at the section 2.5. However, the generic photogrammetry pipeline
consists of two main stages:
a) Structure from Motion (SfM) - Sparse reconstruction
Deduces the rigid scene structure (the points in space) with the correct pose.
The outcome is a set of calibrated cameras with a sparse point cloud in
Alembic file format and is displayed in Figure 4.3. The icons around the model
indicate the real positions of the camera (iPhone 8) when the photographs
were captured.
b) MultiView Stereo (MVS) - Dense reconstruction
Uses the points from SfM procedure to create a dense geometric surface by
generating the depth maps. The outcome is an .obj file along with the
corresponding .mtl file and the textured files (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.3: Image from Meshroom during the Structure from Motion procedure
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Figure 4.4: Image from Meshroom during the texturing procedure. The icons around
the model indicate the positions of the camera while capturing the dataset

4.3

Post Processing

After the construction is done, the final result is a high-polygon textured mesh. This
may create problems during rendering, especially if the render is done in a typical
mobile device with limited computational power. Furthermore, if many high-poly -thus
large sized- models were to be used in an application, the size of the application
would be too big.
The original output file was approximately 70MB and the number of vertices created
were 488.055. By deleting all the unnecessary points created by Meshroom and by
using a decimate modifier in Blender, the final 3D model’s size was reduced to
8.5MB composed of 105.537 vertices. Furthermore, since the photos were taken
only from the sides of the replica, the bottom part could not be constructed. Using
Blender, a horizontal base was created and several sharp or hollow areas were filled
and smoothed. The pre-processed and post-processed model is shown in Figures
4.5 and 4.6.

Figure 4.5: Editing the model in Blender to create a smoother result (right picture)
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After the processing, the final model was the following:

Figure 4.6: The 3D model after the processing in Blender

4.4

Application Development

Augmented Reality is a technology with a plethora of application fields; one of them
is education. Although the real world is a 3D space, we mostly use static, 2D nondynamic content media in education. AR offers a way to provide more realism and
interaction with the educational content [44].
The application developed in this thesis aims to bring art into school classrooms by
displaying 3D art models (in this case the single model that was previously created
by the photogrammetry procedure) once an image target is detected. Two different
applications were developed:
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a) Application A using Vuforia SDK in order to detect the image target
through the camera of a mobile/tablet and display the 3D model on top
of the image.
b) Application B, which is similar to Application but the view is now
stereoscopic. The mobile devices is placed inside the VROne Zeiss
HMD.

4.4.1 Application A
Application A starts with the User Interface (UI) interface show in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Home screen (UI) of application A
In the middle of the screen the name of the application (“AulARt”) is displayed below
the play button. When the user presses the button, the next scene of the game loads
and the camera of the mobile/tablet opens. The application is then scanning the
surroundings and once it detects the image target, the 3D digital replica appears on
top of the target (Figures 4.8, 4.9).
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Figure 4.8: Application A, main screen.

On the bottom of the screen there are two buttons. One used to return to the home
screen and one to end the application.
Development steps:
● Set up the Vuforia engine in the Unity editor. The procedure differs depending
on the Unity version.
● Delete the main Unity camera and add an AR camera from the Vuforia engine
menu. GameObject -> Vuforia Engine -> AR Camera.
● Register in the Vuforia engine developer portal. The portal provides free
development license keys. Once the key is inserted in the editor, Vuforia is
activated and ready to work.
● Add an Image Target object. GameObject -> Vuforia Engine -> Image Target.
● Vuforia development portal offers users the option to create an image
database. Visit the portal, press the Target Manager tab and create a
database.
● Add new targets to the database. Vuforia detects and tracks the images by
comparing extracted features from target images that are uploaded against
the camera’s input images. Therefore, the selection of the targets is an
important aspect of the procedure so that the target is easily trackable. One
can find many guidelines about the factors that make an image a “good
target” on the Vuforia website. Some tips include a high level of detail, good
contrast, and no repetitive patterns [45]. Once the image is uploaded, its
trackability is evaluated by Vuforia.
● Download the database and import it as a Unity package in the Unity editor.
Assets->Import Package->Custom Package.
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● At the image target object select Type-> From Database, Database>[database name], Image Target-> [name of the image].
● Import the 3D model to the Assets folder. Unity supports many 3D objects
formats such as .obj, .fbx, .dxf as well as proprietary 3D files from Blender,
Autodesk Maya, etc. Important: make the object a child of the image target.
● Build the application.

Figure 4.9: Application A. Model displayed when the image target is detected.
An important consideration during the development of the application is the correct
sizing of both the image target and the 3D object displayed. In order to achieve
correct physical measurements of the object, the easiest way is to build or edit the
original model (using appropriate software, for example Blender) applying its real
dimensions. Alternatively, scaling could also be applied. However, since Vuforia
Engine takes into account the dimensions of the image target in order to calculate
and project the object’s size accordingly, the image target’s size should also be
accurate. This is possible only by importing the image in the correct dimensions in
the first place. It is not possible to change the height-width ratio of the image once it
is imported.
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4.4.2 Application B

In application B, the mobile device is placed inside VRone, a VR Smartphone
Headset created by Zeiss and the application implements stereoscopic rendering.
Stereoscopy is a technique that is used to create the perception of depth in an image
or video by presenting two offset images separately to the left and right eye of the
viewer. Those images are then combined in the brain to give the illusion of 3D depth
[46].
Vuforia (version 7.2.23) includes libraries for stereoscopic development that enables
the developer to avoid the manual configuration of two separate cameras in Unity.
Once the developer specifies the type of eyewear -in this case VR One-, Vuforia
imports all the pre-configured parameters, such as field of view settings and camera
offset. Figure 4.10 demonstrates these parameters.

Figure 4.10: Vuforia configuration in Unity to implement stereoscopic rendering
Unity then creates two camera views and the application is stereoscopically
rendered. However, since the mobile device is located inside the headset, the user is
not able to interact with the application by touching the screen. Therefore, a virtual
button is created in order for the user to enable an audio clip when pressing it.
Simply stated, a virtual button is an image target inside the original image target,
which, when covered by the user (that is occluding a portion of the original image),
an action is triggered. The application in play mode is displayed in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Application B. Stereoscopic view in Unity. A (yellow) virtual button is
also displayed when the image target is detected.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this chapter, the conclusions of the work presented in the previous chapters will be
demonstrated. Finally, some proposals will be shown for future work that can be
done in a similar topic.

5.1
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Conclusions
Photogrammetry is a very useful model construction technique particularly if
the model to be made is highly detailed. In this case, photogrammetry would
save the designer significant time and will most likely create better results.
However, the quality of the photographs is the key factor of the whole
procedure. Therefore, “good” datasets require expert photography skills and a
fully controlled environment during the photo shooting (lights, background,
speed of movement). This cannot always be the case. For example, during
the photo shooting of a building or an open-space area, the control of the
lighting is not an easy task.
Nonetheless, if the photographs are of high quality and have good overlap,
the result should be fast and good. The better the dataset, the less extra
process will be needed for the final model. In fact, the photographs taken for
the current thesis were taken from a non-professional camera and the
environment was not controlled. Thus, the resulting model is not the best
possible and a lot of further process should have been done to mend the
outcome.
It is recommended when building the model to apply its real dimensions. If
not, scaling is mandatory. However, scaling in both Unity and Vuforia is not
always a straight-forward process, creating errors in the final displayed
dimensions.
While using HMD, the user is not able to press any buttons on the screen.
Therefore, other solutions should be implemented if user interaction is
required. In the current thesis, in application B, a virtual button is created.
Other solutions could involve selecting objects or buttons with raycast.
Although stereoscopic 3D display enhances the immersive experience by
adding binocular depth, it may cause some physical discomfort such as visual
fatigue and motion sickness symptoms (dizziness, headaches and nausea).
The choice of the version of the software to be used should be carefully
considered. Not all versions of Vuforia include the stereoscopic libraries
needed to support VROne. Vuforia version 7.2.23 is used in the current
thesis.
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5.2
▪

▪

▪

Future Work
During the thesis, an application C was created with the same functionality as
applications A and B, but developed for the magic leap 1 display. However, it
is not part of the final thesis since the display of the model was not stable and
clear. Therefore, it cannot be of use for educational purposes. Additionally,
magic leap 1 is at the moment an expensive option for school equipment and
even if purchased, the students would have to use the device one-by-one. On
the other hand, mobile devices are more common, therefore, application A is
considered a more feasible choice. In future work, other display options could
be explored and/or gamification options for educational purposes.
The applications of the thesis were developed in order to bring art to schools.
In that, students can have a realistic view of the exhibits of a museum while
being in their classroom. In the future, tests with end-users could provide
feedback on improving the overall user experience, detect lack in functionality
and suggest extra features, and find possible bugs.
Finally, scaling up the model database is necessary for a production-ready
application.
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ACRONYMS

2D

Two Dimensional

3D

Three Dimensional

ANN

Approximate Nearest Neighbor

API

Application Programming Interface

AR

Augmented Reality

CGI

Computer-Generated Imagery

DSLR

Digital Single Lens Reflex

DoF

Degrees of Freedom

GPS

Global Positioning System

HMD

Head-Mounted Display

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

MARS

Mixed and Augmented Reality Studio

MVS

MultiView Stereo

PnP

Perspective-n-Point

RANSAC

RANdom SAmple Consensus

SDK

Software Development Kit

SfM

Structure from Motion

SIFT

Scale Invariant Feature Transform

UI

User Interface

VR

Virtual Reality
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